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Abstract How can we reconcile remarkably precise long-
term memory for thousands of images with failures to detect
changes to similar images? We explored whether people can
use detailed, long-term memory to improve change detection
performance. Subjects studied a set of images of objects and
then performed recognition and change detection tasks with
those images. Recognition memory performance exceeded
change detection performance, even when a single familiar
object in the postchange display consistently indicated the
change location. In fact, participants were no better when a
familiar object predicted the change location than when the
displays consisted of unfamiliar objects. When given an ex-
plicit strategy to search for a familiar object as a way to im-
prove performance on the change detection task, they per-
formed no better than in a 6-alternative recognition memory
task. Subjects only benefited from the presence of familiar
objects in the change detection task when they had more time
to view the prechange array before it switched. Once the cost
to using the change detection information decreased, subjects
made use of it in conjunction with memory to boost perfor-
mance on the familiar-item change detection task. This sug-
gests that even useful information will go unused if it is suf-
ficiently difficult to extract.
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Object Recognition

Images viewed for only a moment can persist in memory.
People recognize photographs they had viewed for just sec-
onds with 98% accuracy after several hours (Shepard, 1967)
and with 63% accuracy after a year (Nickerson, 1968). They
remain highly accurate even after viewing thousands of im-
ages in a single sitting (Standing, 1973; Standing, Conezio, &
Haber, 1970). This apparently enormous-capacity, long-term
visual memory is highly detailed. After spending 5.5 hours in
a single day viewing 2,500 images of objects for 3 s each,
subjects could distinguish objects they had studied from high-
ly similar ones (I saw this balloon, not that balloon) and from
the same objects in different states (I saw the open breadbox,
not the closed one) with approximately 90% accuracy (Brady,
Konkle, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2008).

Despite having detailed, long-term recognition memory for
objects and scenes, people fail to notice changes from one
object to another when the change occurs during a fraction-
of-a-second delay. This change blindness occurs even for dif-
ferences much larger than those that observers can correctly
discriminate in long-term recognition memory; many people
fail to notice when the person to whom they are giving direc-
tions is replaced by someone else (Simons & Levin, 1998),
when two people in a picture switch heads (Grimes, 1996),
and when objects disappear or move (Rensink, O’Regan, &
Clark, 1997). Why can we remember whether a breadbox was
open or closed after a delay of hours, yet fail to notice a change
from one breadbox to another after a delay of milliseconds?

Like long-term memory for objects, change detection is
stable across varying delays. Performance in one-shot
change detection tasks is similar with delays of 250 ms
and 4 s (Simons, 1996), and subjects could detect changes
to studied images just as well with immediate testing as
after a 10-min delay, remaining above chance a day later
(Hollingworth, 2005). In other words, people store scene
details well enough to detect changes regardless of the
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length of the intervening delay, but fail to use that infor-
mation when tasked with immediate, moment-to-moment
change detection.

Long-term memory can facilitate change detection in some
ways, however. People are faster to detect a change when it
reoccurs, and they better detect new changes occurring at pre-
viously changed locations in a scene (Becker & Rasmussen,
2008). By guiding attention to previously relevant locations in
familiar scenes, remembered details aid change detection for
elements within the scene.

Although a familiar scene context aids change detection,
no study has systematically explored whether familiarity with
the individual objects themselves affects change detection for
those objects. When objects are repeated within a change de-
tection task, people are better able to detect identity changes to
them (Simons, 1996), but that form of familiarity might just
reflect more efficient encoding of objects within the task itself.
In four studies, we examine whether highly detailed long-term
memory for objects improves change detection performance
in displays using those objects. Our study design incorporates
a smaller-scale replication of the tasks used to demonstrate
exceptional long-term memory for objects (Brady et al.,
2008).

General methods

Our methods, procedures, target sample size, exclusion rules,
stimuli, experimental code, and analysis scripts were
preregistered prior to data collection. Data were analyzed
using R (R Core Team, 2015) with the BayesFactor (Morey
& Rouder, 2015) and bootES (Kirby & Gerlanc, 2013) librar-
ies, and all scripts and data are also available (https://osf.io/6
y35t/). Both in the manuscript and in our preregistration, we
report all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures
(Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011).

Materials and equipment

All tasks were coded in the Psychopy package for Python
(Peirce, 2007) and presented using Apple Mac Mini com-
puters on 24-in. BenQ XL2420TX monitors (1920 × 1080 at
100 Hz). Subjects sat with their head resting on a custom-built
chin rest positioned 55 cm from the monitor.

Stimuli were objects taken from the Massive Memory da-
tabase (http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM/), supplemented with similar
objects from Google Images. Each image appeared against a
white background and was scaled to fit within an 8.5 × 8.5
degree white square while preserving its aspect ratio.

From the complete set of 2,767 objects, we created two sets
of images. One set consisted of 1,965 items, each from a dif-
ferent category. These unstudied objects served as filler items
for recognition and change detection tasks. The remaining 802

items consisted of pairs of tokens from a category, with each
pair representing a unique category (two different teddy bears,
two different rubber ducks, two toasters, and so on).

In each experiment, subjects first studied a set of objects
and then completed a set of recognition memory and change
detection tasks. No objects were repeated within or across
tasks for a participant, and in each task all of the filler items
were unique on each trial. The primary difference between
experiments consisted of the particular tasks used and the
instructions given to subjects.

Tasks

Each task is described below, and the sequence of events for
each task is depicted schematically in Fig. 1.

Study task Subjects studied a sequence of objects from the
set of exemplar pairs. One randomly selected member of
each pair served as a studied item and the other served as
a lure item for use in later tasks. Each image appeared at
fixation for 3 s, followed by a 500-ms interstimulus inter-
val (ISI). At fixed intervals, subjects were given untimed
breaks. They initiated the next portion of the study phase
with a keypress.

Change detection with a familiar item On each trial, sub-
jects viewed an array of six objects, equally spaced in an
annulus with a radius of 12.6 degrees of visual angle. This
prechange array appeared for 1,200 ms, followed by a white
screen for 400 ms, and then by a postchange array that
remained onscreen until subjects responded. Five of the ob-
jects in the prechange display were drawn at random, without
replacement, from the set of filler objects. The sixth object was
the unstudied pair member corresponding to a randomly se-
lected studied exemplar. In the postchange array, the unstudied
exemplar always changed into its studied counterpart. Every
trial included a change, and subjects responded by clicking the
mouse cursor on the changed object. Theywere asked to guess
if they did not detect a change.

Change detection with all unfamiliar items This task was
identical to the change detection task with a familiar object
except that none of the objects had been studied. Again, the
change involved a switch between twomembers of a category.

6AFCmemory taskOne randomly selected, previously stud-
ied object and five randomly selected filler objects were
arrayed in an annulus with a 12.6 degree radius. Subjects
had unlimited viewing time and were instructed to click on
the object they had seen during the study phase.

2AFC memory task A studied exemplar and its unstudied
partner from the same category were presented on screen at
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15.8 degrees eccentricity. Subjects had unlimited viewing
time, and indicated the object they had seen before with the
arrow keys (left arrow for the image on the left side of the
screen, right arrow for the right side).

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed to examine both long-term
memory and change detection performance using a

Fig. 1 a Study phase consisting of a series of random, nonrepeating
members of exemplar pairs. b Change detection with unfamiliar items.
An unstudied exemplar changes into its counterpart (in this case, the
xylophone). c Change detection with familiar items. The unstudied half
of an exemplar pair changes into its studied counterpart (here, the

stoplight sign changes into the studied winding road sign). d Two-
alternative, forced-choice memory task. A studied exemplar is paired
with its unstudied counterpart. e Six-alternative, forced-choice memory
task. A studied exemplar is presented with five randomly selected,
nonrepeating filler objects
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common set of objects to explore how performance differs
across those tasks and whether long-term memory can af-
fect change detection performance. Our design included a
replication of the technique used to demonstrate excellent
long-term object memory, albeit with a smaller set of ob-
jects (Brady et al., 2008).

Method

Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment for course
credit. Subjects completed five tasks in the following sequence,
with untimed breaks between tasks: first, a study phase (240
images), followed by change detection with a familiar object
(80 trials), change detection with only unfamiliar objects (80
trials), a six-alternative recognition memory task (80 trials), and
finally a two-alternative recognition memory task (80 trials).

Results and discussion

Prior to analysis, we excluded data from three subjects whose
accuracy fell below our preregistered inclusion criteria (20%
on the 6AFC memory task or 55% on the 2AFC memory
task), leaving data from 27 subjects in the final analysis.
Figure 2 shows the results of all four experiments for all tasks
included in each experiment, and Table 1 summarizes the
results of all four experiments.

Performance was comparable across the two change detection
tasks, with substantial change blindness (see Table 2). Subjects
averaged 46% detection (SD = 14%) for the familiar object
change and 48% detection (SD = 10%) for the unfamiliar object
change, t(26) = 1.03 (paired, two-tailed), p = .32, Cohen’s d =
0.20, BF10 = 0.33. The Bayes factor shows that the data are about
3 times as likely under the null hypothesis as under a default
alternative hypothesis based on a two-tailed Cauchy distribution
with a median effect size of 0.707 (50% of the values in the
distribution fall between -0.707 and 0.707). We elected to use a
prior that weights the null and alternative hypotheses as equally
likely; this decision is arbitrary and debatable, but allows for a
direct comparison of the evidence provided by these Bayes fac-
tors. All of our reported Bayes factors use the same prior and
default alternative distribution. Cohen's d was calculated using a
within-subjects procedure (Lakens, 2013).

Not surprisingly, 2AFC memory performance (M = 78%, SD
= 11%) exceeded 6AFC performance (M = 63%, SD = 20%),
t(26) = 5.37, p < .0001, d = 1.34, BF10 = 1703.94. However,
2AFCmemory performance was about 10% lower than the 88%
observed in studies demonstrating exceptional long-term memo-
ry for objects (Brady et al., 2008), even though our task placed
much smaller memory demands on subjects, with fewer studied
objects and a substantially shorter experiment duration.

Subjects did not spontaneously use long-term familiarity to
improve their change detection performance. The familiar object

in the postchange array was always the changed object, but sub-
jects either did not notice this link or failed to use it to enhance
performance. Had they done so, they could have treated the task
as a 6AFC task, disregarding the prechange array entirely, yet
they performed substantially worse than in the 6AFC task, t(26)
= 4.20, p < .001, d = .82, BF10 = 105.88. Moreover, they per-
formed no better when familiarity perfectly predicted the location
of the change than when all objects were unfamiliar. Apparently,
subjects do not use even strongly reliable cues to enhance change
detection (Beck, Angelone, Levin, Peterson, & Varakin, 2008).
In this case, we also have direct evidence from their recognition
performance that the familiarity information was available to
them, but went unused.

Experiment 2

Although people do not spontaneously use feature-based cues
to the location of a change, they can use such cues once in-
formed of them (Beck et al., 2008). Subjects in Experiment 1
did not use the familiarity of the changed object in the
postchange display to enhance performance on the task, but
perhaps they would if informed in advance that the familiar
object was always the changed one. If informed about the
usefulness of recognition memory, subjects should perform
better on the change detection task with familiar items com-
pared to change detection with unfamiliar items.

Method

Twenty-seven undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment
for course credit. The materials, stimuli, and procedures were
identical to Experiment 1 except for the following changes:

1. In place of the unfamiliar object change detection task,
subjects completed two blocks of the familiar object change de-
tection task. For the first block, they were uninformed about the
predictability of the change location. For the second block, sub-
jects were told that if a familiar object were present in the second
array, that was the object that changed from the first array and
they should select that as their response. This meant that subjects
could disregard the first array of objects they saw entirely and
complete the task using long-term memory information alone.

�Fig. 2 The shaded region of each violin plot represents a smoothed
kernel density, indicating the distribution of participant scores for that
condition. The black dots represent each subject’s score on that task,
and the black horizontal line on each violin plot represents the mean for
all subjects in that task. The columns, from left to right, represent scores
on the 2AFCmemory task, the 6AFC memory task, the change detection
task with unfamiliar items, the change detection task with familiar items
when subjects were not aware of the usefulness of the presence of a
familiar item, and the hybrid task in which subjects were told that
familiar items could help with change detection. Plots generated with
the ggplot2 package for R (Wickham, 2009)
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2. The number of studied objects was increased to 320 due
to the use of familiar objects in both change detection tasks.
Subjects could take an untimed break after studying 107th and
214th images.

Results and discussion

Prior to analysis, we excluded data from two subjects whose
accuracy fell below our preregistered inclusion criteria (20%
on the 6AFCmemory task or 55% on the 2AFCmemory test),
leaving data from 25 subjects in the final analysis.

Overall, Experiment 2 replicated the results found in
Experiment 1, with similar levels of change blindness, similar
recognition rates, and 2AFC recognition performance lower
than that reported in earlier long-term memory studies (Brady
et al., 2008).

Once again, subjects exhibited a high degree of change blind-
ness both when they were uninformed about the predictiveness
of the familiar object (M = 48% correct, SD = 11%) and when
they were informed (M = 55%, SD = 19%). Performance was
significantly better for the informed subjects, t(24) = 2.26, p =
0.03, d = 0.50, but there was minimal evidence for a difference
(relative to the null), with BF10 = 1.76. Post hoc inspection of the
data suggests that the difference was driven by three subjects
who achieved greater than 90% accuracy.Without these subjects,
the mean in the informed condition fell to 49% (SD = 11%).

Both 6AFC performance (M = 63%, SD = 20%) and 2AFC
performance (M = 81%, SD = 11%) were comparable to
Experiment 1. 6AFC accuracy exceeded levels in both the
informed, t(24) = 2.30, p = 0.03, d = 0.46, BF10 = 1.91, and
uninformed, t(24) = 3.76, p < .001, d = .80, BF10 = 35.83,
change detection conditions.

With the exception of three high performers, subjects do
not appear to have made use of the relationship between the
change detection task and the studied items, despite being
directly informed of it. Although the presence of a familiar
object completely predicted the change and subjects were in-
formed of this fact, accuracy was comparable to a change
detection task with completely novel objects. It remains un-
clear whether the vast majority of subjects did not use the
information or could do not use it.

Experiment 3

Experiment 1 suggested that subjects do not spontaneously use
recognition memory to enhance change detection, and
Experiment 2 showed that most do not use recognition memory
even when informed that it is a perfectly predictive cue. In both
experiments, accuracy was no better than for change detection
with entirely novel objects. The finding that three subjects in
Experiment 2 achieved excellent accuracy raises the possibility
that they might have successfully used familiarity information.

Perhaps they adopted a more effective strategy than other sub-
jects for combining information from long-term memory with
their search for change. In Experiment 3, we gave subjects a
step-by-step algorithm for jointly using long-term memory and
change detection to see if such strategic scaffolding would im-
prove accuracy beyond that of either memory or change detec-
tion alone.

Method

Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment for course
credit. This experiment included the familiar- and unfamiliar-
object change detection tasks and the 6AFC task, but not the
2AFC task. Given that only two tasks included studied ob-
jects, the study phase included 160 images with an untimed
break after 80 images. Subjects completed the change detec-
tion task with unfamiliar objects, followed by the change de-
tection with familiar objects, and then by the 6AFC task. For
the familiar-object change detection trials, subjects were given
the following strategy: first, attempt to find the change be-
tween the two arrays; second, if they could not detect the
change, look for a familiar object in the second array, and if
they saw one, select it as their response. Following these trials,
subjects typed a description of their approach to the task and
reported whether they used the provided strategy. If subjects
applied this strategy perfectly, their performance in the change
detection task with familiar objects should exceed that of ei-
ther the 6AFC or the unfamiliar object change detection task.

Results and discussion

Prior to analysis, data for one subject were excluded for accu-
racy levels below the preregistered thresholds, leaving data
from 29 subjects in the final analysis.

Change detection performance with unfamiliar objects was
comparable to Experiment 1 (M = 47%, SD = 10%) and sub-
stantially worse than when were given an explicit strategy to
use recognition memory (M = 66%, SD = 21%), t(28) = 5.23,
p < .0001, d = 1.11, BF10 = 1,465.14. With this strategy, their
change detection performance did not differ significantly from
their 6AFC performance (M = 64%, SD = 19%), t(28) = 0.59,
p = .56, d = 0.11, BF10 = 0.23. 6AFC performance was com-
parable to that of Experiments 1 and 2.

Assuming that the mechanisms and representations under-
lying short-term change detection and long-term memory are
distinct, subjects should have performed better in the familiar
item change detection task than in either the unfamiliar item
change detection task or the 6AFC task. However, their accu-
racy rose only to the levels of their 6AFC memory scores;
subjects might be able to use one or the other source of infor-
mation to perform the task but not to combine both sources of
information. Alternatively, if both tasks share a representation,
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it may not be possible to increase performance beyond that of
the 6AFC task, which is the easier of the two.

Experiment 4

In Experiment 4, we again tried to provide subjects with a
strategy to boost performance in the change detection task
with familiar objects. Perhaps presenting change detection—
the more difficult of the tasks—as the primary task limited
their ability to take advantage of both sources of information.
In this experiment, we presented recognition of the familiar

object as the first step in performing the task, with change
detection as a potential aid; the task itself remained the same.

In the first three experiments, the study phase consisted of
nothing but viewing the images—subjects had no additional
task to complete. All three experiments showed lower recog-
nition performance than expected based on previous reports of
exceptional long-term memory for objects (Brady et al.,
2008). In those earlier studies, subjects engaged in an n-back
task during the study phase to ensure that they were attentive.
We added an n-back task in Experiment 4 to determine wheth-
er our lower recognition rates resulted from reduced engage-
ment during the study phase.

Table 1 All t tests are paired, two-tailed tests. The Bayes factor shows
the likelihood of the data under the null hypothesis compared to a two-
tailed default alternative hypothesis structured as a Cauchy distribution
with a scale of .707. Cohen’s drm was calculated using a repeated-

measures procedure for a within-subjects design to correct for correlations
between measures (Lakens, 2013), with 95% confidence intervals
bootstrapped with 2,000 repetitions. The correlation column shows the
Pearson correlation between the measures tested

Experiment Comparison t test BF10 Cohen’s drm 95% CI on d r

1 Familiar vs. unfamiliar t(26) = 1.03, p = .32 0.33 0.20 [-0.12, 0.54] .40

1 Familiar vs. 6AFC t(26) = 4.20, p < .001 105.88 0.82 [0.56, 1.19] .19

1 2AFC vs. 6AFC t(26) = 5.37, p < .001 1,703.94 1.34 [1.00, 1.93] .75

2 Familiar vs. informed t(24) = 2.26, p = .03 1.76 0.50 [0.21, 0.82] .55

2 Familiar vs. 6AFC t(24) = 3.76, p < .001 35.83 0.80 [0.51, 1.22] .24

2 Informed vs. 6AFC t(24) = 2.30, p = .03 1.91 0.46 [0.20, 0.76] .58

3 Strategy vs. unfamiliar t(28) = 5.23, p < .001 1,465.14 1.11 [0.82, 1.53] .37

3 Strategy vs. 6AFC t(28) = 0.59, p = .56 0.23 0.11 [-0.19, 0.41] .69

4 Strategy vs. unfamiliar t(30) = 4.48, p < .001 257.02 0.90 [0.57, 1.50] .06

4 Strategy vs. 6AFC t(30) = 1.49, p = .15 0.52 0.27 [-0.002, 0.68] .38

4 2AFC vs. 6AFC t(30) = 9.78, p < .001 >100 mil 2.03 [1.69, 2.60] .68

5 Unfamiliar vs. 6AFC t(30) = 0.84, p = .41 0.26 0.16 [-0.16, 0.45] .26

5 Unfamiliar vs. informed t(30) = 5.27, p < .001 1,959.76 1.03 [0.73, 1.53] .49

5 6AFC vs. informed t(30) = 7.20, p < .001 276,145.90 1.32 [1.05, 1.84] .75

6 Unfamiliar vs. 6AFC t(35) = 0.22, p = .83 0.18 0.04 [-0.25, 0.33] .26

6 Unfamiliar vs. informed t(35) = 6.74, p < .001 176,266.20 1.20 [0.95, 1.55] .53

6 6AFC vs. informed t(35) = 6.78, p < .001 196,011.20 1.24 [0.99, 1.61] .77

Table 2 Means (standard deviations) for performance on each task in
each experiment. The columns, from left to right, represent scores on the
2AFC memory task, the 6AFC memory task, the change detection task
with unfamiliar items, the change detection task with familiar items when

subjects were not aware of the usefulness of the presence of a familiar
item, and the hybrid task in which subjects were told that familiar items
could help with change detection

Experiment Mean (SD)

2AFC 6AFC Unfamiliar CD Familiar CD (naïve) Hybrid

1 78% (11%) 63% (20%) 48% (10%) 46% (14%) NA

2 81% (11%) 63% (20%) NA 48% (11%) 55% (19%)

3 NA 64% (19%) 47% (10%) NA 66% (21%)

4 84% (11%) 61% (18%) 48% (8%) NA 67% (23%)

5 NA 63% (18%) 65% (9%) NA 78% (16%)

6 NA 66% (18%) 67% (9%) NA 78% (13%)
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Method

Thirty-one undergraduate students at the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment for course
credit. During the study phase, subjects viewed 240 images,
with an untimed break halfway through. In each half of the
study phase, three filler objects, unused in any other part of the
experiment, were repeated after intervals of 10, 30, and 60
intervening objects, for a total of six pairs of repeated objects.
The order of the repetition intervals was randomized for each
subject. Subjects were instructed to press the spacebar if they
saw a repeated object, and the image turned green to indicate a
correctly identified repeat.

Following the study phase, subjects completed the familiar
object change detection task followed by the unfamiliar object
change detection task, the 6AFC task, and the 2AFC task. For
the change detection task with familiar objects, subjects were
instructed to first look for a familiar item in the second array,
and if they could not find it, to determine which object
changed from the first array. After subjects responded by
clicking on the familiar object, they were asked to respond
with the arrow keys (left for no, right for yes) whether the
object they selected had changed from the first array.

Results and discussion

All 31 subjects surpassed the preregistered accuracy thresh-
olds. Change detection performance for unfamiliar arrays of
objects was similar to that of Experiments 1 and 2 (M = 48%,
SD = 8%). 2AFC performance (M = 84%, SD = 11%) again
was significantly better than 6AFC performance (M = 61%,
SD = 18%), t(30) = 9.78, p < .001, d = 2.03, BF10 = 1.30 × 10

8.
For the familiar change detection task in which subjects were
given an explicit strategy to follow, accuracy (M = 67%, SD =
23%) was better than for change detection with unfamiliar
objects, t(30) = 4.48, p < .001, d = 0.90, BF10 = 257.02, but
comparable to performance in the 6AFC task, t(30) = 1.49, p =
0.15, d = 0.27, BF10 = 0.52.

Providing a strategy that emphasized long-term memory
ahead of change detection did not result in better performance
than the opposite emphasis did in Experiment 3. In both cases,
accuracy on the change detection task with familiar items
mirrored that of the 6AFC memory task. Providing a strategy
did not enable them to enhance performance beyond that of
recognition memory alone, either because they could not
jointly use long-term memory and change detection informa-
tion, or because their 6AFC performance represents a ceiling
that can be reached but not surpassed.

Subjects correctly identified repeats during the study phase
84% of the time (SD = 15%), aligning closely with the 80%
accuracy rate found by Brady et al. (2008). Despite incorpo-
rating an n-back task into the study phase of the experiment,
2AFCmemory scores improved only slightly beyondwhat we

observed in Experiments 1–3, remaining below the excellent
performance observed in other studies (Brady et al., 2008).
Apparently, lower recognition performance in our experi-
ments cannot be entirely explained by a lack of engagement
during the study phase.

Experiment 5

In Experiments 3 and 4, accuracy on the familiar-item change
detection task remained lower than accuracy on the 6AFCmem-
ory task, despite the availability of two information sources
(long-term memory and short-term changes to the display) and
an explicit strategy for how to combine them. Subjects did not
use of all of the information available to them, but the reasonwhy
remains unclear. If both change detection and recognition draw
on a shared pool of resources, then performance on the 6AFC
task—the easier of the two—might constitute a performance
ceiling that can be met but not exceeded. Alternatively, the tasks
may use separate resources, but subjects might be unwilling (or
unable) to expend additional resources if the payoff does not
justify the expense. If so, then they potentially could perform
better than they did in the 6AFC case by using change detection
information, but they do not because the change detection task is
simply too costly to justify the effort.

In Experiment 5, we tried to improve performance on the
change detection task by increasing the prechange duration to
5 seconds. Longer presentations of the prechange array lead to
greater accuracy (Brady, Konkle, Oliva, & Alvarez, 2015). If
participants potentially could use change detection informa-
tion to increase their accuracy beyond either the memory task
or unfamiliar-item change detection task alone, then reducing
the effort necessary to perform the change detection should
lead to higher performance.

Prior experience with each task individually prior to com-
bining them might also explain why participants did not ap-
pear to use both forms of information to enhance performance.
To address that possibility, we altered the task order such that
subjects completed the two component tasks before the
familiar-item change detection.

Method

Thirty-three undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment
for course credit.

As in Experiments 1–3, subjects first studied objects for 3
seconds each. Because only two tasks used studied images,
subjects studied 160 objects total. They then completed the
change detection task with unfamiliar objects as in earlier
experiments, but with an increased display time for the initial
array in each trial (5 s). They next completed the 6AFC mem-
ory test, followed by the familiar-item change detection task
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(also with a 5-s prechange display time). For the familiar-item
task, subjects were instructed that they would be finding
changes as they had earlier in the experiment, but that if they
saw a familiar object in the postchange array, then it was the
object that had changed. As before, subjects were instructed to
guess when they were unsure about the correct answer.

Results and discussion

Two subjects’ accuracy failed to meet the pre-registered
thresholds, and their data were excluded from analysis, leav-
ing data from 31 subjects.

Accuracy on the 6AFC memory task was consistent
with that of other experiments (M = 63%, SD = 18%).
Unfamiliar-item change detection performance increased
with the longer duration (M = 65%, SD = 9%) and did
not significantly differ from accuracy on the 6AFC task,
t(30) = 0.84, p = .41, d = 0.16, BF10 = 0.26. Familiar-
item change detection performance (M = 78%, SD =
16%) was significantly higher than both 6AFC perfor-
mance, t(30) = 7.20, p < .001, d = 1.32, BF10 =
276145.90, and unfamiliar-item change detection perfor-
mance, t(30) = 5.27, p < .001, d = 1.03, BF10 = 1959.58.

Increasing the display time for the change detection task
and changing the task order to familiarize participants with
each task allowed subjects to perform better in the familiar-
item change detection task than in either the 6AFC task or the
unfamiliar-item change detection task; for the first time in this
set of experiments, subjects were most accurate on the task for
which they had the most information.

Experiment 6

The results of Experiment 5 presented two possible explana-
tions for the improvement in the hybrid task over either indi-
vidual component task. The ability to use both sources of
information apparently requires either prior task experience
with both tasks or a change detection task that participants
can perform accurately enough to justify the effort in using it
to supplement their recognition memory performance.

Experiment 6 replicated Experiment 5 but altered the
task order. If performance on the familiar-item change de-
tection suffers, we can conclude that task experience was
essential for subjects to perform better in the familiar-item
change detection than in either of the other tasks. If perfor-
mance on the familiar-item change detection task remains
superior despite the lack of experience with the other tasks,
then the longer-duration, higher-accuracy change detection
task presumably underlies the ability to use both sources of
information.

Method

Thirty-seven undergraduate students at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment
for course credit. The procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 5 except for the task order, which reverted to that
of prior experiments: (1) unfamiliar-item change detection, (2)
familiar-item change detection, (3) 6AFC memory.

Results and discussion

One subject’s data were excluded for falling below
preregistered accuracy thresholds, leaving data from 36 sub-
jects in the final analysis. Performance on the change detec-
tion task was comparable to that of Experiment 5 (M = 67%,
SD = 9%), and performance on the 6AFC memory task was
consistent with performance across all other experiments (M =
66%, SD = 18%). As in Experiment 5, these two accuracy
scores did not significantly differ from one another, t(35) =
0.22, p = .83, d = 0.04, BF10 = 0.18.

As in Experiment 5, performance on the familiar-item change
detection task (M = 79%, SD = 13%) was significantly higher
than both 6AFC performance, t(35) = 6.78, p < .001, d = 1.24,
BF10 = 196,011.20, and unfamiliar-item change detection, t(35)
= 6.74, p < .001, d = 1.20, BF10 = 176,266.20, and the overall
accuracy level was nearly identical to that of Experiment 5.

These results replicate those of Experiment 5. The longer-
exposure change detection task enabled subjects to increase
their accuracy on the familiar-item change detection above
their accuracy on the memory-only and unfamiliar change
detection tasks. Altering the task order did not change the
pattern of results, indicating that the altered change detection
task, and not prior exposure to the two component tasks, un-
derlies the accuracy boost.

General discussion

Our susceptibility to change blindness coexists puzzlingly with
our detailed, enduring object memory. While we can retain a
great deal of information over the long term, we struggle to suss
out moment-to-moment changes, even dramatic ones. The re-
sults from six experiments revealed a peculiar disunity between
long-term and short-term information. Subjects only seemed to
use both sources of information simultaneously when they
could perform each task relatively accurately, even though the
information was available to them and could benefit perfor-
mance even when accuracy was lower.

Experiment 1 showed that subjects do not spontaneously
use familiarity information to aid in change detection, even
when the presence of a familiar object perfectly indicated the
location of the change. When explicitly told about the familiar
objects in Experiment 2, change detection performance did
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not improve beyond the condition with completely unfamiliar
objects. Although subjects could have completely ignored the
change detection task, relying exclusively on recognition
memory to achieve better performance, they did not do so.

In Experiments 3 and 4, subjects performed the same
change detection task with familiar items, but with instruc-
tions to either use recognition memory to aid change detection
or to use change information to aid recognition. In both ex-
periments, giving subjects an explicit strategy for combining
change and long-term memory information improved their
performance up to the level of their 6AFC recognition accu-
racy, but no higher. In these studies, subjects appeared to ne-
glect the additional information available via change detec-
tion, instead relying only long-term memory information to
complete the task.

Experiments 1, 2, and 4 also explored accuracy using a
2AFC recognition memory task, providing a replication of
earlier studies of memory for objects. Recognition memory
in our studies was 4%–10% lower than previously reported
88% (Brady et al., 2008), even though our study was substan-
tially shorter and required memory for far fewer objects. Even
when subjects were required to monitor the studied stream of
objects for duplicates, performance did not reach 88%. This
disparity could reflect differential motivation; subjects who
knowingly sign up for a 5-hour memory experiment (as in
Brady et al., 2008) might be more motivated than subjects
who sign up for a 1-hour experiment for course credit.
While 78%–84% 2AFC accuracy still is impressive, object
memory might not automatically be as exceptional as previ-
ously claimed and might vary across subject populations.

Experiments 1–4 showed that people do not tend to com-
bine both long-term memory and change detection to enhance
performance when tested with familiar objects. In all studies,
performance would have benefitted from using both sources
of information, but only in Experiments 5 and 6, when the
change detection task was made easier by increasing the
prechange display duration, did subjects use both.

Why might subjects disregard familiarity information
when looking for a change, as they seemed to do in
Experiments 1 and 2, even when they knew it could be
useful? Change blindness often occurs when subjects fail
to compare the current view to one held in memory
(Mitroff, Simons, & Levin, 2004; Simons, Chabris, &
Schnur, 2002). For example, 69% of subjects failed to no-
tice the disappearance of a basketball in a real-world sce-
nario, but when cued appropriately, 62% of those who had
missed the change Bdiscovered^ memory for the ball’s dis-
tinctive features (Simons et al., 2002). Drawing upon long-
term memory might be more effortful than focusing on the
information immediately available as part of the current
task. Consistent with the idea that people minimize effort
by relying on available visual information rather than
drawing on long-term memory, subjects who could have

performed a search task more efficiently by relying exclu-
sively on their memory for the display's contents still relied
on the visually displayed search array (Wolfe, Klempen, &
Dahlen, 2000).

In Experiments 3 and 4, rather than defaulting to using
immediately available information and ignoring memory in-
formation as they seemed to do earlier, subjects used long-
term information and apparently disregarded the available
short-term change information. Providing a strategy illustrat-
ing the usefulness of both types of information did not induce
subjects to combine it, although it did improve familiar-item
change detection performance up to the level of the 6AFC
recognition task.

Although subjects are disinclined to use both short-term
change information and long-term memory simultaneously,
we successfully coaxed them into doing so by lengthening
the prechange durations in the change detection task. Thus,
the failure to use both sources of information does not result
from an inability to do so; tasks that demand long-term mem-
ory and tasks that rely on short-term information are not in-
herently competing for the same resources. Although these
two sources of information are at least partially independent,
subjects appear to engage in some sort of tradeoff, balancing
the information gained from using a source of information
against the effort necessary to use it.

When one source of information is easier to access than
another, subjects might simply default to it rather than com-
bining that information with less accessible information. For
very high-effort information, such as change detection, there
would be diminishing returns from using both sources; the
effort required to extract the information from one source
would outweigh any information value. Equate the cost-to-
benefit ratio for both sources of information, however, and
subjects use both.

This set of experiments indicates that when it comes to
accessing potentially available and useful information, sub-
jects do not do always; the effort required to extract the infor-
mation plays a role.

Limits on generality

Based on the stability of the values we found in each of the
measures across our experiments, we expect that studies using
similar tasks and stimuli would replicate our pattern of results.
These experiments were conducted using images of isolated ob-
jects and nonnaturalistic tasks; the pattern might not replicate
with more naturalistic stimuli or with other tasks. Indeed, the
lower performance on our 2AFC memory task than in earlier
reports (Brady et al., 2008) indicates that accuracy might vary
across subject populations. With our highly variable set of real-
world object stimuli, we can be reasonably confident that the
effects we observed are not limited to the particular objects in
our set.
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